
  

COPYWRITING PORTFOLIO 
COPY & CONCEPTS 

I’m a visual thinker who’s developed, literally, 
thousands of concepts, with copy, for visual 
communications. 

My work has ranged from postal flyers and press 
advertising to high-impact posters. 

The following examples will give you an insight 
into what I’ve done for my previous clients and 
employers. 

Do you need copy and/or concepts for an 
advertising or communications project?  

You can get in touch and tell me about your 
needs using the form on my contact page. 
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CLIENT: Rapid Business Systems 

Rapid Business Systems is a Leicester-based company specialising in the development of 
custom business software. 
_________________________________________________________________ 

PROJECT: Double-sided A4 flyer 

One of the services Rapid Business Systems offers is customised add-ons and upgrades for 
Xero accounting software.  

The ad had two main purposes: First, it needed to draw attention to the fact that Xero is 
designed to be augmented. Second, it needed to give the accountants an idea of what 
their Xero software might be capable of and how that could improve their business. 

RBS also wanted to use their flyer to offer an opportunity to anyone who had an 
innovative and saleable upgrade idea.   

I supplied the concept and the words. 
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CLIENT: GDPR Safe 

GDPR Safe offers customised GDPR data protection policies for residential customers and 
businesses installing CCTV and/or video doorbells on their properties.  

The policy packs are bought and stocked by distributors, then sold to customers on site 
by the CCTV installers during set-up. 
_________________________________________________________________ 

PROJECT: Press ad 

GDPR Safe wanted a press advert they could publish in relevant industry magazines. 

The purpose of the ad was to promote their GDPR policies to the CCTV distributors who 
would stock them. 

The CCTV distributors had a goal of selling as many CCTV systems as possible. But a high 
profile court case, which made national news, had been making their customers think 
twice about buying CCTV. 

GDPR Safe solved this problem for them, by giving their customers a GDPR policy to 
protect them. This meant they could buy their CCTV with confidence. 

I supplied the concept and the words. 
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CLIENTS: Various clients 

I worked as the managing editor for a company that created a weekly programme of 
workplace posters for clients in various industries. 
_________________________________________________________________ 

PROJECT: Poster copy and concepts 

The posters covered a range of workplace issues including: 

• Health and safety 
• Healthy living 
• Morale 
• Communication 
• Environment/waste reduction 
• Customer service. 

On a monthly basis, they were sent to clients in: 

• Airport ground handling  
• Food manufacturing 
• Logistics and warehousing 
• Industrial manufacturing 
• Public transport (buses) 
• Waste management. 
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CLIENTS: Large print book companies and UK libraries 

I worked for a large print book company that supplied large-print and audio books to 
public libraries across the UK. 
_________________________________________________________________ 

PROJECT: Poster advertising 

The brief was to produce some concepts for posters to be displayed in UK libraries.  

The purpose of the posters was to promote each library’s range of large print books. 

The ranges included top authors, anticipated titles — in fact, everything you would get 
from regular books, but with the benefit of large print. 

Previous library poster campaigns had featured wild animals, like giraffes and gorillas, 
which were eye-catching. But they also seemed quite childish, considering the target 
audience for our large print books was older adults. 

I created a series of poster concepts that focused on the joy of reading and how large 
print made that possible. 

And I provided the following mock-ups to show how each poster might look. 
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CLIENT: Bakermill Bakeries 

Bakermill Bakeries is a fictional bakery, devised for a conceptual project. 
_________________________________________________________________ 

PROJECT: Press ad concepts 

A conceptual project to devise a press advertising campaign for a new kind of bread, 
which is made using a new manufacturing process. 

The bread has two main selling points: 

First, it’s healthier and tastes better than other loaves on the market. This is because 
the new manufacturing process doesn’t destroy the goodness of the wheat, like the 
normal Chorleywood process does.  

Second because the bread contains less air and water, which gives it a better and more 
granular texture. 

The brief was to focus on the short copy for each advertisement, allowing space for the 
body copy to be added later. 
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